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Artifacts presents prejudicial past
Director of Photography Greg Rust’s exhibit combines historic examples of
discriminatory images with photos of activists who fought against them

B Y A LANA H ARVEY
6WDৼ:ULWHU

It’s no secret that historic biases can be carried into
modern societies, but the former meets the latter in Greg
Rust’s exhibit Artifacts: Focus
on Race. According to Rust,
the art installation consists
of an accumulation of images and artifacts from his own
collection that serve to inspire
others to speak out on discrimination.
“As an artist working in a
Jesuit institution of higher
learning, I felt compelled to
address the topic of race in
our increasingly polarized society,” he writes in his artist
statement.
Artifacts juxtaposes historic artifacts reflecting prejudicial views, such as old sports
logos, with photographs of
activists who fought against
these images. The mingling
of the historic and the modern intends to demonstrate
the evolution of cultural perceptions of race and generate
discussion about the stereotypes that might have contributed to those perceptions.
For more than 30 years,
Rust has served as Xavier’s
director of photography. His
career as a photographer began his junior year of college
after he spent four months
traveling with members of
the American Indian Movement. His experiences transformed his worldview and
inspired him to intertwine his
anthropological studies with
his newfound talent.
Now, with this exhibit
combining images and testimonies of minorities with the

Photo courtesy of xavier.edu

Greg Rust has served as Xavier’s
director of photography for more
than 30 years. His work, as shown
in the Artifacts exhibit, combines
anthropology with photography.

“(Artifacts) is here
... to let people
be aware, look at
things and question them.”
While he has seen progress
in
the
way issues affecting the
Photo courtesy of Greg Rust
Director of Photography Greg Rust’s exhibit Artifacts: Focus on RaceLQFOXGHVLPDJHVDQGDUWLIDFWVUHÁHFWLQJ Native American community
prejudicial views and photos of activists. The pieces, such as this photo from 1978, are from his own collection. are being addressed, he believes that there is still a way
harmful stereotypes that neg- erance and fought to eliminate
Rust said he strives to to go.
atively affect their livelihood, racial bias.
live the Jesuit mission not
“Healthcare,
unemployhe hopes to educate those
A subset of the installation, only through his art but also ment, housing, jobs and
viewing his pieces and inspire titled “The Mirror of Race,” is through his activism with the schools on the reservations
discussions revolving around an interactive exhibit in which Native American community. and in Indian country are all
the bias that can accompany viewers are encouraged to ex- For example, he, along with huge problems,” Rust said.
race.
amine historic images of indi- friends within the Cheyenne
However, he added that he
“The whole reason that (the viduals, come to conclusions Nation, played an important believes youth have the power
exhibit) is here is not to glori- about their backgrounds and role in helping to eliminate to influence the quality of life
fy,” Rust said, “but to let peo- afterward learn the truth of the Chief Wahoo logo once in America and that they must
ple be aware, look at things their stories, which are likely used by the Cleveland Indians. make their voices known.
and question them.”
to differentiate from initial as- Citing this example and the
“When someone says someArtifacts consists of Nazi sumptions. Rust finds the ac- time and patience it required, thing off-color, don’t let them
memorabilia, sports attire knowledgement of America’s Rust emphasized the need for get away with it,” Rust said.
containing racial stereotypes shortcomings crucial to posi- persistence when dealing with “That’s what (Artifacts) is
and advertisements depicting tive change.
issues surrounding prejudice about. It’s about speaking up.”
individuals in a prejudicial
“Avoiding issues and not and discrimination.
Artifacts: Focus on Race can
light. Accompanying these speaking out goes against
“You’ve got to keep that be viewed Monday through
pieces are historic and mod- what we at Xavier have been pressure up. You’ve got to Friday from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. in
ern photographs of activists taught about being men and keep letting people know why the art gallery in the A.B. Cowho spoke out against intol- women for others,” Rust said. things are offensive,” he said.
hen Center until Feb. 22.
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Caf workers dish on life behind the (main) line

NewswireSKRWRE\$LGDQ&DOODKDQ
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B Y A IDAN C ALLAHAN
6WDৼ:ULWHU
You don’t know their
names, but you know their
faces. They’re there to serve
you (mashed potatoes) in your
times of greatest need. I’m
talking about the student cafeteria workers at Hoff Dining
Commons (the caf) who work
every day to help your meals
run smoothly.

Student positions range
from helping to prepare your
food behind the scenes to
serving you food in the main
line. Given that the job is in
the heart of campus, I was
curious to find out from the
students who serve me three
meals a day what it’s like to be
in the eye of the storm.
Two current student caf
workers, sophomore Curt Ber-

ry and first-year Jacob Smith,
had nothing but praise for the
position.
Berry walked me through
an average day, from changing
into the classic blue shirt and
black apron combo to interacting with the student body.
“It’s got its tough moments,
it’s got its great moments,”
Berry said of an average shift.
“At the start of the shift, from
about 4:30 to 6 (p.m.), it’s brutal, but then it starts to heat
up.”
Smith agreed with Berry
that the shift goes by quickly
and added that having close
co-workers makes everything
that much better.
“It goes by much faster
when you’re busy,” Smith said.
“You’re grinding, but it’s an
enjoyable grind, you’ve got
your buds with you, and it’s a
very close staff.”
Berry and Smith both
agreed the best part of the job
was the people they’ve met,
especially the full-time adult
workers. Smith described
the kitchen staff as having
a “warm, friendly vibe,” and

Berry said the best part of his
shift is hearing stories and life
lessons from the older folks.
Besides meeting people behind the counter, working at
the caf is also an opportunity
to meet students on the other
side of the serving line.
As a transfer student, Berry said the job was “a really
good way to get (him) introduced to the school and the
community.” He recalls going
to parties and getting greeted with “Hey, you’re the caf
worker!”
While Berry loves his celebrity treatment after his
shift, Smith said he feels more
surprised by the treatment he
receives during his shift.
“The students here are
so appreciative,” Smith said.
“They walk up, you give them
some food and they look at
you. They’re so extra, honestly. They don’t say thank you,
they go, ‘I appreciate you. You
are appreciated.’”
Berry assured that the hiring process was convenient
and Chartwells recognizes students’ busy schedules.

After talking to Chartwells
about a job, he set up an interview with his current boss
Teresa.
“She was very open with
me,” he said about the process. “She let me take my own
hours, and she was very flexible.”
Take it from two real student caf workers: With a nice
boss, fun shift and plenty of
interesting people to meet,
being a student worker at the
cafeteria could be an ideal job
for students looking for parttime work. Not to mention it’s
conveniently located right in
the middle of campus.
Both Berry and Smith
would recommend the position to other students.
“You meet awesome people,
and you get a lot of respect
from people,” Berry said.
Smith agreed that seeing
faces every day makes the job
enjoyable.
“It’s a great way of meeting your student body,” Smith
said. “You get to see their face
every day at their hungriest
moment.”

Photo-op: GSC’s new restaurants

Ben Den Braven
Sophomore,
Nursing major
All for Subs, Jan. 27
“I got the Cincy club… It’s
Newswire SKRWRE\-HII5LFKDUGVRQ
%RWK$OOIRU6XEVGHOLDQG%OXH%ORE·V'LQHUDUHRSHQIRUEXVLQHVVDVRIODVW)ULGD\-DQ(DFKFRPPXQLW\ so good. It’s a great addition
PHPEHULQWHUYLHZHGRQO\KDGJRRGWKLQJVWRVD\DERXWWKHORQJDZDLWHGUHVWDXUDQWVLQWKHVWXGHQWFHQWHU
to Xavier, I’m happy to eat it.
My wait time was less than a
B Y B RITTANY W ELLS
minute.”
community member’s reac6WDৼ:ULWHU
tions to their meals from the
At long last, Blue Blob’s new restaurants:
Diner and All for Subs served
the majority of their menus at
their soft opening last Friday
after hosting a tasting menu
on last Thursday. The restaurants will have their grand
opening after they finalize
minor graphics, custom tables
and other small details. Each
restaurant is fully permitted.
The Text2Chat program
that was implemented in Hoff
Dining Commons earlier this
Curt Berry,
semester is now available for
Sophomore
both new restaurants as well
Jacob Smith
Business major
as both Victory Perk locations
First-Year
Blue Blob’s Diner’s Jan. 25
and Fresh Xpress in the CoDigital Innovation Film
“The thing I’m most excitFather B
naton Learning Commons.
and Television major
ed for this place is after a nice
Blue Blob’s Diner Jan. 25
Students can text their comBlue Blob’s Diner’s Jan. 25 long day at work and studying
“Y’now, this is heavenly
ments on Xavier’s food op“It’s pretty good. I’m glad I hit this place at, like, midfood. Eat here and you won’t this place opened. I ordered a night, get a nice chicken sandtions to 812-487-1991.
The following are Xavier go to hell.”
burger with fries and a shake.” wich or a burger and fries.

Lauren Lush,
Sophomore
Nursing major
Blue Blob’s Diner’s Jan.25
“I absolutely loved the pancakes. I am pretty scared that
I’m going to lose all my dining dollars to this place now,
but I absolutely loved them. I
think they’re great, and it’s a
good price.”

Kiara Ainsworth
Sophomore
Exercise science major
All for Subs, Jan. 29
“Good food. Good service.
Really great burger.”
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A Jesuit gem hidden in plain sight

The Center for Mission and Identity aids faculty in maintaining Jesuit values
come to know who Xavier is,
kind of like the (Manresa) we
do with students, but in a faculty and staff perspective.”
All
programs
offered
through the CMI are voluntary and open for all faculty
and staff to participate in,
regardless of their faith tradition and religious beliefs.
“Everyone is welcome to
come take part of our programs because we believe that
everybody can live the Xavier
values in their own way,” Shadle said.
Even though these programs are optional, there is a
relatively high turnout.
“Between the President’s
Luncheon
for new faculty and
Photo courtesy of xavier.edu
staff
and
one
of the two ManThe Center for Mission and Identity is a resource to encourage and assist faculty in living out and implementing
Jesuit values in their work. Some programs include staff orientation and mentorship opportunities on campus. resa’s, we get about 70 – 80
percent participation,” Shadle
B Y M ADDY G OODMAN
flection, discernment, service that’s usually what the Dor- said.
6WDৼ:ULWHU
and solidarity, among others.
One of the CMI’s largest
othy Day Center is for or
Shadle said that overall, the Interfaith Community En- programs is AFMIX, which
Students may never realize
it, but every time they head main goal of the CMI is to gagement… They primarily stands for Assuring the Futo the caf they pass an office guide and encourage all fac- deal with students with some ture Mission and Identity of
specifically designed to keep ulty and staff “to be people faculty/staff connections. We Xavier. It is a two-year proof reflection and discernment primarily support the work gram in which where faculty
Xavier’s Jesuit mission alive.
Beyond the green wall and to care for the individu- of faculty and staff and some and staff meet for an hour
adorned with flowing cursive, al student, kind of like cura students, in this case students and a half during lunch every
two doors and a monarch but- personalis and then for the who serve other students.”
Tuesday during their four seterfly, behind the Pizza ATM, Greater Glory of God, which
The CMI also accom- mesters in the program. The
lies the Center for Mission is Magis.”
plishes this goal by hosting a program began 20 years ago
The CMI accomplishes this Manresa-type
and Identity (CMI). The CMI
and curaims to assist faculty and staff goal in a variety of ways, one orientation pro- “...the Center for
rently has
in incorporating the Jesuit of which is offering profes- gram for all Mission and Identity 45 memsional development for facul- new faculty and
values into their work.
bers, inJoe Shadle, the director ty and staff. The center also staff.
Partici- aims to assist faculty c l u d i n g
of the CMI, summarizes the offers professional develop- pants have two and staff in incorpo- two memcenter’s work as engaging ment for student leadership options: They rating the Jesuit val- bers
of
primarily with faculty, staff groups on campus, including can opt for an ues into their work.” the presiand administrators to reflect the 10 p.m. Mass Committee, overnight expedent’s cabon how they can incorporate resident assistants, health ser- rience, or they
inet.
Ignatian spirituality and the vices administration graduate can attend three lunches on
“(AFMIX) really steeps
principles of a Jesuit educa- students and others.
campus. Both versions feature people in the Jesuit Ignatian
“Usually the way I think a popular President’s Lun- tradition of the university,”
tion into their work.
The CMI additionally about it is for students who cheon with Father Graham.
Shadle said. “I think first, it
works with faculty on uti- serve other students,” Shadle
Whichever orientation they gives (faculty and staff) a real
lizing the Jesuit pedagogical said. The CMI’s work is akin attend, incoming hires emerge deep grounding in the tradistyle and building their pro- to the Center for Faith and equipped with an understand- tion. Second, it helps them ingrams around its principles. Justice but focuses on faculty ing of Xavier’s mission.
tegrate more of the tradition
This style of education focus- rather than on students. “We
“They’re pretty similar,” of Ignatian spirituality and
es deeply on values such as re- can do it for all students, but Shadle said, “it helps them to reflection in their lives, and

Follow our social media!
Catch featured articles, see our coolest
pictures and check out our take on the
10-year challenge — all from the
comfort of your own phone.
(Sometimes we’re funny!)
Twitter: @XavierNewswire
Instagram: @Xavier.Newswire

also the principles, of course,
of Jesuit education.”
Shadle added that he believes programs like AFMIX
also positively impact students.
“It benefits students because the students get a richer
,deeper experience, whether
it’s in the classroom through
the principles of Jesuit education or outside the classroom
in co-curricular activities like
service work,” Shadle said.
Along
with
AFMIX,
through the Ignatian Mentoring Program Xavier created
specifically for faculty, new
faculty can be mentored by senior or experienced faculty on
how to teach their students in
the Jesuit tradition.
“Usually they have some
kind of final project,” Shadle
said. “…Sometimes they rewrite their syllabus to reflect
the values of the Jesuit education process more specifically.”
Then the CMI will publish projects, with titles such
as “Computing for the Social
Good,” in a publication called
Teachings of the Mission. The
publication is available online so that anyone, including
new faculty who don’t participate in the program, can read
them. More than 100 projects
have been published.
These are just a few of
the programs the CMI offers.
Shadle said he believes these
programs help new faculty
and staff improve their overall experience at Xavier as
well as the experiences of the
students they interact with.
“People certainly are engaged and maybe reflective
when they come to work at
Xavier,” Shadle said, “but our
work also helps them to deepen that and to deepen their engagement with students and
with each other as faculty and
staff.”

Jan. 28 Student Government
Association Meeting Recap
Free laundry and textbooks —
and a smoke-free campus?
 BDA successfully arranged the logistics
for free laundry for on-campus students
starting Fall 2019 alongside ConneX.
Further details are still being finalized.
 The pilot textbook program that provided textbooks to current first-years in
2018-19 will be extended to include rising
sophomores and incoming first-years in
the 2019-2020 school year.
 A proposed student handbook amendment
would ban the use and sale of any tobacco or nicotine product on Xavier-owned
property. The policy’s change is to focus
on overall student wellness.
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Xavier reacts to Covington Catholic
Protestors call for FBI and Justice Department investigation into death threats
B Y B RITTANY W ELLS
6WDৼ:ULWHU
A group of pro-life and religious leaders called upon the
FBI and the U.S. Justice Department yesterday at Fountain Square to investigate
threats made against students
from Covington Catholic
High School.
On Jan. 23, the Covington
Diocese asked police to investigate reports of suspicious
packages left outside their
building. They were later given the all clear, and the packages were turned over to the
FBI and the U.S. Postal Inspection service.
Various students at Covington Catholic High School
had received death threats,
and the school, and all other
activities; were closed on Jan.
22, citing safety concerns. According to the Cincinnati Enquirer, Principal Bob Rowe had
received 20,000 emails before
his account was shut down.
The students were videotaped on Jan. 19 chanting
school cheers at an indigenous
person while he was drumming and chanting a prayer
at the National Mall in Washington D.C. The initial footage from just outside the Lincoln Memorial portrayed the
group of teenagers wearing
“Make America Great Again”
hats encircling Nathan Phil-

He approached the students
with other Indigenous people.
Phillips told the Cincinnati
Enquirer that “I put myself in
between that, between a rock
and hard place.”
Xavier students recognized
the power of instant news and
the shifting perceptions based
on what the media was reported
“As a person of color, what
I saw in that video immediately enraged me. But when
I found out that a boy I’ve
known since I was a kid was
part of that crowd, I didn’t
Photo courtesy of Youtube
know what to do or what to
Students from Covington Catholic High School were at the center of a national controversy on Jan. 19. A group
think,” sophomore and Covof pro-life and religious leaders called for an investigation into threats the school and students had received.
ington resident Evana Dias
lips, while student Nathan troversy and how he hopes and 46 seconds of footage was said. “After watching footSandmann was smiling while campus discussions of such filmed by one of five members age, reading stories, going to
only a few inches from Phil- controversy will play out.
of The Black Hebrew Israel- the protest in Covington...I
lips face.
“Like many of you no ite group that was also pres- still can’t tell who’s right and
Several
Native-Ameri- doubt, I first saw the video ent. The group had pointed who’s wrong, who approached
can protestors were at the clip of the encounter between racial slurs at both the indig- who, and why this whole situLincoln Memorial for the a Covington Catholic Student enous people and the students ation even took place.”
Indigenous Peoples March and an elder of the Omaha of Covington Catholic in the
“Over these past few years,
to demonstrate against the Nation…and was outraged,” new footage. The Black He- it appears media outlets have
government shutdown and Graham wrote, “And — like brew Israelites were protest- become increasingly irresponinjustices towards indige- many of you no doubt — have ing in the same spot.
sible with their reporting,”
nous people around the globe. reconsidered my initial reacNathan Sandmann released junior Johnathon O’Halloran
The students from Covington tion in light of subsequent a public statement on Jan. 20 said. “As someone who hopes
Catholic were awaiting bus- video footage.”
that said, “It was clear to me to one day be a part of the mees to take them back home
As this video went viral, that he (Phillips) had singled dia, it’s increasingly upsetting
to Covington, Ky. after the members of the media and the me out for a confrontation, al- to me that this keeps happenMarch for Life
Xavier community shared re- though I am not sure why.”
ing.”
Father Michael Graham, actions that were later redactPhillips had been watchGraham closed his letter
president, addressed the cam- ed or altered after additional ing the tense interaction be- saying, “Going forward, let
pus community in a letter footage helped provide more tween The Black Hebrew us always strive to walk with
yesterday. The letter directly context to the situation.
Israelite group and the stu- one another, and not past one
referenced the national conAn additional one minute dents at Covington Catholic. another.”

   

Jan. 22, 9:25 a.m. —
Xavier Police received a
report from the Bellarmine
parish of an additional 19
candle inserts taken from
the St. Joseph and Mary sacristies inside the chapel. The
are no suspects.

  

Jan. 23, 7:33 p.m. —
Xavier Police investigated a report of underage
consumption at the men’s
basketball game in Cintas
Center. Investigation revealed a 21-year-old student
purchased a beverage for
an underage student. Both
students were ejected from
Cintas, and were referred to
the Code of Conduct.

Jan. 19 5:49 a.m. —
Xavier Police investigated
a report of an intoxicated
student partially clothed
inside the Cintas Center.
The intoxicated student
advised Xavier Police that
they had been celebrating their 21st birthday,
was transported to their
apartment at University
Station and released to a
roommate.

Jan. 24, 11:00 p.m. —
Xavier Police assisted Residence Life with a room
search in Kuhlman Hall. A
small amount of drugs was
confiscated from the room.
Residence Life will follow
up.
Jan. 26, 1:21 and 2:31
a.m. — Two underage students were transported to





Honestly,
You’re a legend

Police for underage consumption. One student was
cited for providing alcohol to
minors.
Jan. 26 2:15 p.m. — A
student was ejected from the
men’s basketball game for
making inappropriate gestures towards the Marquette
bench.
Jan. 27, 9:28 p.m. —
Xavier Police assisted Residence Life with a room search
in Husman Hall. Drugs, paraphernalia and four fictitious
IDs were confiscated. Residence Life will follow up.

Good Samaritan Hospital
from the residence halls for
possible alcohol poisoning.

Jan. 28, 2:01 p.m. — A
student reported the theft of
personal clothing and a small
speaker from their room in
Buenger Hall during the holiday break. There are no suspects.

Jan. 26, 12:13 p.m. —
Xavier Police assisted Norwood Police with a loud noise
complaint in the 2000 block
of Cleneay Avenue. Two students were cited by Norwood

Xavier Police tips:
Don’t leave valuables
unattended.
If you don’t feel safe,
call the escort service at
513-745-2000

Week in Review

Gators, grenade, ink and KFC candles
 Frigid temperatures in
North Carolina have
forced alligators to freeze
in place with their nostrils above water, according to video footage
released by the Shallotte
River Swamp Park. Experts say the alligators
enter this frozen state,
known as brumanation,
so that they can breathe
(Jan. 23).
 A couple in Shelbyville,
Tenn., spent their Saturday night stealing more
than $11,000 worth of
ink cartridges from a local Wal-Mart. Police are
still searching for the
couple, who nabbed a total of 332 cartridges (Jan.
27).

 A Florida Taco Bell
was evacuated after a
man entered carrying a
World War II-era grenade. He had found the
grenade while fishing
and drove it to the store
before calling 911. The
bomb squad removed
the grenade, and the
store re-opened (Jan.
27).
 KFC has released a
limited-edition
gravy-scented candle for
Valentine’s Day. The
company clarified that
while the candle does
contain a small amount
of gravy to generate
the iconic smell, it is
not recommended for
consumption (Jan. 29).

Photo courtesy of The Swamp Park

Alligators freeze with their noses up in order to survive the winter.

U.S. & World News

@xaviernewswire

Bike trail steps closer

Mayor Cranley announces additional funding
B Y J ABARI T URNER
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Last week, Mayor John
Cranley joined a crowd of
supporters at Dana Gardens
to announce that Phase 2 of
the Wasson Way trail received
$100,000 in funding from a local business, School Outfitter.
This is in addition to the $2.2
million budget for the public
works project.
Wasson Way is a 7.6-mile
trail under way in Cincinnati.
The trail will be a scenic bicycle and pedestrian trail that
will run from Victory Parkway near Xavier connecting
to the Little Miami Bike Trail.
Phase 1 is now open and
goes from Tamarack Avenue
to Madison Road. Phase 2 o
is currently under construction and will add 0.7 miles to
the already existing 0.6 miles
from Phase 1 of the trail.
This addition to the trail will
involve the bridge over Interstate 71 and will connect to
Montgomery Road by Xavier’s campus. Construction of
Phase 2 is expected to finish
prior to the end of the year.
Before the announcement
the trail received $80,000 in
funding from the City’s Railway Tax Credit Revenue.
The funding came as a result
of plans to consolidate unused railroad space for the
trail. Additionally, the trail
won a $500,000 Clean Ohio
Trails Grant from the Ohio

Venezuela in
leadership crisis

B Y S IERRA R OSS
6WDৼ:ULWHU

Photo courtesy of Evan Yahng

Mayor John Cranley announced the start of the phase two of the Wasson
Way bike trail. It will connect to Montgomery Road by Xavier’s campus.

Department of Natural Resources. Finally, the trail received $994,000 from the
Federal Transit Administration. The first stage of the
trail will span 4.1 miles going
from Montgomery Road to
Wooster Road with a cost of
$14 million.
Andrew Geraghty, a Xavier first-year philosphy, poltics
and the public major and native of Cincinnati, expressed
interest in the idea of the trail.
“Cincinnati is not known
for its spacious bike lanes,
and having a designated place
for people to exercise will be
beneficial to Xavier and the
surrounding neighborhoods,”
Geraghty said.
Benefits of the trail will
include increased mobility

between neighborhoods, according to Cranley. The trail
is expected to connect neighborhoods that were divided by
the construction on Interstate
71.
Because of the increased
mobility, the trail is designed
to encourage biking to work
,which could cause a reduction
in traffic congestion while also
reducing CO2 emissions. Additionally, the trail will pass
areas such as the Norwood
Plaza, Rockwood Common
Pavilions, Hyde Park Plaza
and Hyde Park Golf & Country Club.
“Hopefully, those working
to build Wasson Way will get
the funding they need to complete the project,” said Geraghty.

Study finds environmental
legislation more successful
under GOP administrations

B Y G ILLEN F AENZA
6WDৼ:ULWHU
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back during Republican ones.
“I think that there needs to
be more effort put into causes
A recent study from Washthat promote a healthy enviington
State
University
ronment because a lot of peo(WSU) suggests that people
ple aren’t aware of just how
who identify as conservative
much our actions are affectare more likely to support ening the environment,” sophvironmental spending under
omore education major Lillie
a Republican president rather
Baumgartner said.
than Democratic one.
Richard Nixon put in place
Erik Johnson, a sociologist
two key fundamental environat WSU, was the co-author of
mental policies while he was in
the study. He argued that enoffice.
One was the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
which established the president’s council on environmental quality. That same year,
he created the Environmental
Protection Agency.
Johnson hypothesized that
Republican voters feel the
need to “fight against environmental spending” under a
Democratic, even if they support environmental spending,
it is a way to take an active
stance on something.
Gallup polls found that 61
percent of people say the quality of the environment is getPhoto courtesy of wsu.edu
A study from Washington State University found that Republican voter ting worse, 33 percent say the
support for environment spending increases under Republican presidents. quality is better.
vironmental issues and spending tends to receive bipartisan
support. The reason the decline in support started under
Democratic presidents is that
partisan support becomes activated when party lines are
tested, he said.
Since the Clean Air Act
was passed in 1963, environmental support has generally
fluctuated during Democratic
administrations and sprung

Venezuela is in an evolving
political crisis that has driven
millions out of the country.
Two individuals are claiming
the Venezuelan presidency.
Juan Guido is attempting to
obtain the seat from current
president Nicolás Maduro.
“I know that a lot of Venezuelans moved to Lima, Peru.
They take low-paying job
and squeeze into small apartments,” American-Peruvian
student Jon Hopkins said. “It
doesn’t affect me or my family, but it’s a tough situation.”
Maduro was elected president in April 2013 after the
death of his predecessor
Hugo Chávez.
He was sworn into his second term in early January after much protest. His election
was highly opposed, as it was
marred by allegations of vote
tampering.
Guido, a 35-year-old man
from costal Venezuela, was
elected as leader of the National Assembly three weeks
ago. He declared himself interim president on Jan. 23.
Many opponents were
jailed or barred from running. The National Assembly
invoked the constitution of
Venezuela and declared his
reelection illegitimate, making the presidency vacant.
Since his presidency began, Venezuela’s economic
and political structures have
fla-lined.
The consistent downward
spiral has created political
unrest, hyperinflation, food
and medicine shortages and
power outages. Many citizens
view Maduro as a dictator,
not president.
Inflation has become a
huge problem in the country. It is estimated that the
average price of items was
doubling every 19 days. The
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economy has completely collapsed.
Maduro is currently being
supported by Russia, China
and the Venezuelan military.
Even though he was just
recently elected as President
of Parliament, he has garnered support from a majority of citizens and several
international parties. Along
with 20 other countries, the
U.S. has announced support
of Guido.
Other European countries
such as the United Kingdom
have yet to officially side
with either man.
But the U.K. recently announced that Maduro must
hold an election within eight
days or it will recognize Guido’s claim of the presidency.
Maduro stated that he
planned to break off relations with the U.S and stated
that American diplomats had
72 hours to leave the country. Admist the chaos, U.S.
officials have urged citizens
to leave Venezuela.
The government has
pulled out all non-emergency staff from the country but
has not pulled out completely.
The United States has
been accused of staging a
coup against Maduro, by
Venezuelan and Russian politicians.
In a U.N. meeting on Jan.
19 discussions about how
to deal with the crisis were
tense. Several fingers were
pointed at the meeting. Some
blamed Russia and China for
supporting Maduro.
U.S. Secretary of State,
Mike Pompeo insisted that
on “No more delays, no more
games.”
He continued on to say,
“Either you stand with the
forces of freedom, or you’re
in league with Maduro and
his mayhem.”

Photo courtesy of wiki commons

The National Assembly of Venezuela has invoked its constitution to
declare Nicolás Maduro’s reelection to the presidency as illegitmate.
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Trans in college: It’s not them, it’s me

Never in a million years
would I have predicted I’d
drop out of college. Here I
am, though.
Well, dropout isn’t fully accurate. “Leave of absence to
focus on mental health” is the
reality, but it’s still a difficult
journey of self-discovery.
2018 was, by far, my worst
academic year to date. This includes nearly dying and going
through chemotherapy for lupus in 2016-2017. Oh, and the
disaster that is middle school.
The difference between
2018 and other years was that
I lost my ability to see a light
at the end of the academic
tunnel.

For one, 2018 was the year
I came out publicly as transgender. Beginning my medical transition in March, I kept
my family out of the loop for
fear of my safety. Long story
short, my mom dug through
my life and told my grandmother behind my back. In
May, my mom tried to attack
me for “bringing that tr*nny
sh*t in her house.” As of late,
I’ve had no contact with her
or my grandmother and have
completely moved away from
my family.
On top of this, I was hospitalized the entire summer
for a lupus flare-up that attacked my liver. My transness
was constantly invalidated,
not only by family (my mom
laughed and said I’m just another “he-she tr*nny” the first
time she was in the hospital
room), but also by the medical staff for being too early
in my transition to “be taken
seriously.”
My doctors told me I’d be
back on a steroid that would
turn my face back into a circle if I ever wanted to return
to life outside Good Samaritan Hospital. Two weeks lat-

er, I was back in school with
a swollen face and a hopeful
sense that, maybe at Xavier, I
could at least get some respect
for my identity.
That wasn’t the case whatsoever. I knew I was in trouble when a girl looked at me
with deep concern on her face
on the first day of classes and
picked all her stuff off the
desk to move as far away from
me as possible.
No one, not even other
trans students, used my pronouns, even though I had
worn a “MY PRONOUNS
ARE HE/HIM/HIS” pin each
day and asked all teachers to
strictly use masculine pronouns (most were obviously
uncomfortable around me after that email, and most only
used “she”).
One girl’s gaze constantly
went between my eyes and my
crotch to see if I was “packing” (which is creating a bulge
to better pass as male) during
a conversation. Being in all
male-identified spaces and
having at least one guy stare
at me with a mix of confusion
and disgust on his face was
another reminder how I was

not “one of them” and never
would be.
The final straw was when
a classmate in multiple classes
with me rolled her eyes when
trying to describe me before a
debate:
“Ladies, gentlemen…girlyfake guys, whatever…”
This couldn’t keep going
on: I couldn’t pretend it was
OK to only be invalidated on a
campus that pretends to be so
open-minded. Nothing about
me wanted to continue, so I
left.
Stigma attached to removing oneself from situations
(temporarily or permanently)
that negatively impact mental
health is prevalent, especially
when one is a first-generation student, but it was what
I deeply needed.
Being away from campus
forced me to see myself fully. There have been few times
where I kindly corrected others for using “she,” and if
someone doesn’t know what
they’re doing wrong is harmful, how will they ever learn?
How can I expect others to
read my mind when they may
not even be familiar with what

a real life trans person looks
like? How could I expect my
growing silent anger about
feeling invisible to solve anything?
Sulking, swearing, even
running out of class from
being so overwhelmed with
everything may feel ‘right’ in
that moment, but all it does is
build tension.
I find myself still constantly asking, “Am I making the
right choice? Is this the best
decision or just collegiate
self-sabotage?”
The answer? I don’t know.
What I do know is I desperately needed this time to
realize it’s not always others
who are “wrong”; sometimes,
the main issue is between
me, myself and I. Before expecting others to be willing
to hear my story, I have to be
willing to be flexible to deal
with those who see my story
as taboo. Before demanding
growth from others, I must
demand myself to grow out
of self-pity and into self-perseverance.
Growth is never pretty, but
it’s necessary for all to thrive
in their own light.

There are two kinds of
holidays: official and cultural.
Sometimes the two run together, and the official holiday
blends with a cultural holiday.
Otherwise, they’re two separate entities.
For most of these holidays,
they do two things: remember the past and celebrate it.
There’s one of them, however, that does something completely different. It not only
looks to the past and honors
tradition, it looks towards the
future.
That day is Groundhog’s
Day, a day that I believe to be
the holiest of days.
You see, most people think
that I’m kidding when I say
that I love Groundhog’s Day.
It’s a weird day to be in love
with given its sheer absurdity. Every Feb. 2, hundreds of
thousands of people watch a
rodent named Phil come out
of his hole to see whether he
notices his shadow. If he does,
then that means there will be

six more weeks of winter. If
he doesn’t, spring will be coming soon.
It’s an absurd holiday. Researching it only makes it
seem even more absurd. The
Inner Circle, the group of
people who keep track of
Punxsutawney Phil and host
the annual event, claim that
Phil is immortal. Seriously,
they say it’s been the same
groundhog since the inception
of the holiday in 1886, which
would make Phil at least 133
years old. Groundhogs typically have a lifespan of around
six years. Moreover, there are
a number of names for Phil,
such as the Seer of Seers, the
prognosticator of prognosticators and the most photographed Pennsylvanian. The
Inner Circle claim that Phil is
100 percent correct, compared
to the 70 percent accuracy
that’s promised by your local
weather person.
Beyond that, what drives
my love for the day has to do

with what separates it from all
other holidays in the American tradition: its gaze toward
the future. The day expresses
an attempt to gain some measure of knowledge of the unknowable, and that makes it
the most human thing that we
can do.
No one knows what the
next day will bring, much
less the next six weeks. There
is utter incomprehensibility
when it comes to the future.
A person will never know the
moment they’re going to die,
the moment a loved one will
pass or even the next time
they might trip right in front
of their crush. And this indiscriminately chosen groundhog, supposedly immortal,
is apparently able to predict
the weather for the next six
weeks?
This day is about that uncertainty brought about by
our own ignorance. On Feb.
2, we seek sense in the meaninglessness that stems from

the anxiety of ignorance and
put our faith in Phil. That’s incredible, in my opinion.
Most holidays are meaningful in reference to the
past, helping us to remember
where we came from and the
struggles we’ve endured. The
struggle for labor rights, the
struggle for racial equity or
even the struggle to find love,
— as Valentine’s Day is coming soon.
Groundhog’s Day is the
only holiday that addresses the struggle for meaning
in the face of the future. It’s
about putting faith in things
that may seem absurd, that
may not make any sense at all,
and trusting that things will
be all right. That, in general,
the future and world may be
unknowable. But that doesn’t
matter.
As my far more eloquent
friend Ryan, the editor of this
page, said to me while discussing the holiday, “Depending on how you look at it, we

can either cynically dismiss
Groundhog’s Day as a silly superstition that the advance of
modernity will soon displace,
or we can celebrate it as something fundamentally human, a
reaction to and a reminder of
our helplessness in this vast
universe. But, we persist.”
Personally, I choose to
persist, with the help of this
beautiful ritual. I’ll place my
trust in Phil, an immortal rodent that can see the future.
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Toxic masculinity is not a virtue

Last week, the Newswire
published an opinion piece
entitled “Men need to be
masculine.” Below is a
response by Online Editor
Trever McKenzie.
Before I begin, I want to
say that I reject the concept
of “masculine” and “feminine”
personality traits. I don’t believe traits are tied to our
gender identity or biological
sex intrinsically — rather,
I believe we live in a culture
that encourages conditioning
based on our sex to exhibit
certain behaviors from childhood. I believe the association
of personality traits with biological sex excludes non-binary individuals and enforces
restrictive, stereotypical gender roles that need to be abolished. For the sake of clarity
when addressing the article
I’m responding to, however,
I will be using the terms the
writer employed.
I’ll start with the obvious:
toxic masculinity is not at all
the same as regular mascu-

linity. There’s a distinct difference, which is that toxic
masculinity… is toxic. As has
been stated repeatedly since
the concept’s creation, toxic masculinity does not equal
regular masculinity. The
whole point of the word “toxic” in this term is to denote
a dangerous and destructive
form of masculinity. Equating toxic masculinity to regular masculinity is, foremost, a
mistake.
The other issue is that
many who argue against toxic masculinity automatically
assume that the people who
argue on behalf of the term
don’t know how to make that
distinction. Trust us, we do.
What’s evident is that those
who argue against toxic masculinity as a concept don’t
know how to make the distinction. They automatically
assume that toxic masculinity
is an attack on regular masculinity, which isn’t true. When
people call out toxic masculinity, they’re not (usually)
attacking men or masculinity
— they’re attacking people
who exhibit inherently nega-

tive traits.
I can’t help but note the
irony of the previous article’s
author advancing the claim
that aggression is a trait of
masculinity (which, he claims,
gets lopped into toxic masculinity alongside traits like
courage and independence)
but then going on to say that
aggression is a result of the
absence of masculinity. The
reality is that traits like courage, strength, stoicism, independence and assertiveness
are not traits exclusive to
masculinity, and no one who
uses the term toxic masculinity considers those traits to be
inherently negative.
The author did correctly
define toxic masculinity —
exclusion, aggression and violence, among other traits that
went unnamed — but then
decided to label those traits as
the “absence of masculinity.”
He then proceeded to use the
term “effeminacy” to describe
what the rest of us know as
toxic masculinity, even going
so far as to claim that the term
“effeminacy” does not denote
femininity despite the word

being defined as “the manifestation of traits in a boy or
man that are more often associated with feminine nature.”
That’s not even to mention
the underlying implications
of the usage of the term in
the context of what the article discussed, which associated negative traits with effeminacy.
What’s especially fantastic
about the argument in question is that the author implies
through his criticism of the
portrayal of a male employee taking credit for his female
colleague’s idea (in the instigating Gillette ad) is that the
author is doing the exact same
thing. The author agrees with
what toxic masculinity is and
the traits it encompasses, but
instead chooses to rebrand
the term — which was first
advanced by female feminists
— into something else to take
credit for “disproving toxic
masculinity.”
Here’s the thing: It doesn’t
matter how you define the
behavior because it’s still the
same behavior — the rest is
semantics.
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I’m baffled as to how people
can agree with exactly what
the Gillette ad was saying
and yet act as though they’re
disagreeing. Unless you don’t
view traits like exclusion,
aggression and violent tendencies as negative, you have
nothing to disagree with in
this ad. The only issue the
author raised was that the ad
was attacking regular masculinity, which simply isn’t true.
Fundamentally, what argument there is simply reduces
to a complaint about an issue
that just isn’t happening.
If you, dear reader, don’t
exhibit traits of toxic masculinity, then you have no reason to feel attacked by this ad.
If you do feel attacked, then
maybe you should re-evaluate your personality or your
understanding of toxic masculinity — maybe even both.
You can sneer at ads like Gillette’s and ironically call them
“woke” all you want, but you
should probably wait until
you’ve taken actual productive
steps to address the traits toxic masculinity entails before
doing so.

Love, hate and my critique of the Society of Jesus
I love the Jesuits. I love everything that they stand for:
cura personalis, magis and being women and men for and
with others. Jesuits stand with
the voiceless, they advocate
for the marginalized and fight
oppression. They are educators and reformers. I am in my
seventh year of Jesuit education and I could never repay
them for all they have given
me. I have grown significantly under their tutelage and for
that I will always be grateful
to the Society of Jesus.
But I also hate the Jesuits. The Jesuits have been
complicit in and covered up
decades of sexual abuse by
priests. Recently, Jesuit provinces around the country began to release the names of
priests who had been accused
of sexual assault.
You may have read the
Newswire coverage last week
about the release and the
names of priests who had
been associated with Xavier. There were members of
Xavier University, St. Xavier
High School, St. Francis Xavier Church and the Milford

Jesuit Center, all within the
Cincinnati Jesuit community.
These men were members of
our communities. They were
mentors, educators and abusers. They have been accused
of abusing their power to not
only groom, but also silence
survivors. The number of
men on this list is appalling,
but, if I’m being honest, I was
expecting it to be worse. I was
expecting there to be dozens
of Cincinnati connections.
This just goes to show how
bad the problem is.
We know that there have
to be countless other victims
who have been traumatized
and are unable to come forward. St. Xavier High School
President Tim Reiley said in
an interview that he knows
there are people out there who
were assaulted, who have not
come forward, who were praying to see the name of their
abuser in the release in order
to validate what happened to
them. This is sickening. In a
Church of love, how have we
allowed this to happen? Why
has the Church’s response to
these issues been one of hid-

ing the sin rather than punishing the crime?
The debate on sexual abuse
and cover-ups in the Catholic Church has been going on
around the world for many
years. Why did the Jesuits only decide to release the
names now? They hoped to
do so in the name of transparency and healing. They hoped
that by being open about the
past — while it wouldn’t fix
the issues — would help repair some of the horrendous
damage done.
I believe that we should all
call on other orders of priests
and the hundreds of dioceses
around the country to release
the names of the priests when
they have covered up. We cannot move forward justly until
we recognize the injustices of
our past.
This is why I love the Jesuits. They have taught me one
of the greatest lessons I have
ever learned. When you love
something like an institution,
a group or even an idea, you
have to critique it. The Jesuits
were able to openly critique
their past by exposing their

corruption in the cover-ups
and trying to provide some
healing.
We cannot allow our strongest ideas and convictions
to go untested. Often times,
our biggest critics are the
ones who love us the most.
By opening themselves to
critique and critiquing themselves, the Jesuits have allowed us to make them better.
This is a lesson that I believe
carries over to all aspects of
our lives. When we don’t like
something on campus, we do
something about it. We don’t
do it because we hate Xavier,
we do it because Xavier is our
home.
During my first year I was
a part of a research fellowship
that aimed to study Xavier’s
history at the intersection
of slavery and our founder,
Bishop Edward Fenwick. We
learned that without slaveholding families in the South
paying high tuition, Xavier would not have made it
out of infancy. Our founder,
the namesake of our largest
building on campus, did own
and sell his fellow human be-

Copy Editors Needed

The Newswire is hiring copy editors to work from
4- 7 p.m. on Tuesday nights. Familiarity with AP
style is preferred but not required. The available
positions are compensated. Please reach out to
newswire@xavier.edu for more information.

ings. We do this research not
because it is fun or fills us with
pride for Xavier, but because
it makes us uncomfortable
and forces us to reflect about
what it means to be a part of
this specific community. We
have to continue this sort of
reflection as a community not
because it is easy, but because
it is hard. It is who we must
strive to be and who our Ignatian heritage demands we
be. The apathetic do nothing,
the hateful seek to destroy,
but those who love critique to
clarify and grow.

Miles Tiemeyer is a
junior history and Philosophy, Politics and the
Public double major. He is
a St. Xavier High School
alumnus and a guest writer for the Newswire.
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Marquette’s three-point barrage sinks Xavier

B Y L UKE F ELICIANO
6SRUWV(GLWRU

The men’s basketball team
dropped both of its home
games last week in Big East
play against Providence and
Marquette.
However, the close contests revealed the competitive
drive of the team and could
be a harbinger for what has
become a tightly contested
conference.
Xavier was locked into a
close battle with Providence
and suffered its first loss to
the Friars at Cintas Center
since joining the Big East.
The Musketeers had multiple
chances to tie or take the lead
near the game’s end, but the
comeback attempt proved unsuccessful.
Xavier once again opted to
turn to the tandem of junior
Tyrique Jones and graduate
transfer Zach Hankins on the
court at the same time. Providence’s aggressive defense by
the three-point line opened
up vulnerabilities in the paint
that Xavier capitalized on.
It’s a combination that
has been fruitful the last few
games, especially for Jones,
who was fresh off his career
high in points (21) against
Villanova last week. Overall,
Xavier scored 36 points in the
paint as Jones and Hankins
matched each other with 12
points apiece.
Xavier’s 10-0 run helped
propel an early seven-point
lead. Afterward, it struggled
to find consistent offense in a
seven-minute scoring rut.

Newswire photo by Desmond Fischer

Junior forward Tyrique Jones had a team-high 21 points along with 11
rebounds against Marquette. Markus Howard (left) scored 29 points.

The Musketeers utilized a
2-3 zone, which was effective
against the Friars.
“We had to stay in a little
bit more zone than we traditionally like to do, but it was
necessary just because of the
foul trouble,” head coach Travis Steele said.
Providence’s eight-minute, 16-2 run put the Musketeers in a seven-point hole,
and they trailed by as many
points at the half despite
mirroring the Friars’ firsthalf field goal percentage (39
percent). Xavier closed out
the half converting just three
of its final 13 shots.
The Musketeers turned
things around as their sluggish start offensively evaporated –– upping their final

field goal percentage to 47
percent. However, 18 turnovers prevented a consistent
offense from developing.
“We got to be better, we
got to be better. It’s unacceptable,” Steele said. “That’s got
to change for us to be good …
When we’ve taken care of the
ball, we’ve given ourselves
opportunities to get good
wins in this league.”
Xavier had two separate
opportunities to tie the game,
but two turnovers and a
missed shot on the final possession sealed its fate –– falling just short of a win in a
64-62 defeat.
Xavier –– donning the
newly minted blue running
man uniforms –– jostled with
No. 12 Marquette all the way

to the finish but was unable
to notch a win in a game that
featured five ties and eight
lead changes.
The Musketeers, energized
by the sellout crowd, got off
to a fast shooting start (8 for
11) and took a 22-18 lead
about halfway through the
first half.
Scruggs was a major factor
in helping fuel Xavier’s firsthalf run, with 12 points while
shooting 4 of 8 from the floor
and 2 for 3 from distance.
He pitched in just about
every category and capped a
masterful performance with
19 points accompanied by
four rebounds, five assists, a
block and three steals.
“I feel like for the whole 40
minutes we played our butts
off,” Scruggs said. “That’s all
I can ask of from my team …
I just think we were more focused.”
Jones recorded a teamhigh 21 points and completed
a double-double with 11 rebounds, three of which were
on the offensive glass.
The Musketeers faced a
high-octane Marquette offense loaded with long-range
shooters –– including the Big
East scoring leader Markus
Howard, along with Sam and
Joey Hauser. The trio combined for 72 of Marquette’s
87 points.
Howard, known to be a robust second-half player, finished with 29 points, and 17
of those came in the second
half.
Even with such a strong

start, Xavier couldn’t gain
an edge because of the
Golden Eagles’ penchant for
three-pointers. In the first
half, they were successful on
7 of 12 shots from beyond the
arc.
“I’m proud of the way our
guys competed. (They) stayed
with it for 40 minutes,” Steele
said. “We’re just focused on
getting better … We play to
win every single game … It’s
just sticking with the process.”
A 7-0 run turned the tide
the Musketeers’ way after
starting the second half tied
with Marquette. Xavier took
advantage of a 2:19 Marquette scoring drought.
Marquette countered with
a mini run of its own, but
Xavier still clung to a fourpoint lead with eight minutes
left in the game. However,
the shots kept falling for the
Golden Eagles as momentum
swung their way, 73-69, after
a 12-2 run. It marked the first
time the Musketeers trailed
in the second half.
Xavier sliced the late deficit to three points, but, forced
to foul, the Musketeers fell
behind by too many to overcome in a single possession.
The Musketeers played
with confidence –– commanding the lead for 29:11
throughout the game –– but
the persistent three-point
barrage by Marquette (56
percent) ultimately foiled
their chances at securing a
home win against a ranked
opponent in an 87-82 loss.

Musketeers’ top scorers flourish despite defeats
B Y D ONNIE M ENKE
6WDৼ:ULWHU
The women’s basketball
team dropped a pair of conference games last week to
No. 10 Marquette, 90-44, and
DePaul, 73-71 in overtime.
Against Marquette, the
Musketeers got down big
early, trailing by 22 with 2:26
remaining in the first quarter.
They held their own with
Marquette in the second
quarter, as each team scored
16 points and neither were
able to cut into the lead or
pull away from the other. As
a result, Marquette led 50-29
heading into halftime.
Marquette came out strong
to start the second half, going
on a 13-3 run and leading 6332 after about six minutes of
action.
Marquette continued to
build its lead, outscoring
Xavier 17-7 the rest of the
quarter for an 80-39 advantage going into the fourth
quarter.
Xavier’s
defense
was
strong in the fourth quarter,
holding Marquette to just 10
points — its lowest in a quarter for the game. It was not
enough, however, as Xavier
lost to Marquette 90-44 when
the final buzzer sounded.
Sophomore guard Aaliyah
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Junior guard Tee Owens scored a team-high 21 points while also grabbing four rebounds against the DePaul
Blue Demons at home last Sunday. She is the Musketeers’ second-leading scorer with 12.6 points per game.

Dunham led the team in scoring with 16 points, tying a career high, while also making
four three-point field goals.
She also had two steals. Sophomore forward A’riana Gray
scored six points while grabbing a team high 11 rebounds.
After Marquette, Xavier faced DePaul, looking to

bounce back from the loss.
Xavier fell behind 9-2 early
and trailed 21-13 at the end
of the first quarter. This was
largely because of turnovers,
as DePaul scored 15 points
off Xavier turnovers.
The Musketeers cut the
deficit to just one point, 2625, after starting the second

quarter on a 12-5 run. DePaul responded well to push
its lead back to eight points,
with the score 39-31 heading
into halftime.
Another run to open the
third quarter brought the
score back level, as Xavier
outscored DePaul 17-9 to
start the second half and tie

the game at 48-48. DePaul
then finished the quarter outscoring Xavier 6-4 to take the
lead back heading into the final period, leading 53-51.
Xavier was able to pull
ahead in the fourth quarter,
57-55, with just under six
minutes remaining in the
game. It got up 65-61 with
just under two minutes left
in the game, but a 4-0 DePaul
run brought the Blue Demons back even with Xavier,
and the score was tied 65-65
heading into overtime.
DePaul got off to a quick
start in overtime, leading 7166 before Xavier was able to
get within a point, 72-71, two
minutes later. DePaul was
able to make one more free
throw, and a missed shot at
the buzzer sealed a win for
the Blue Demons over Xavier.
Junior guard Tee Owens
scored a team-high 21 points
and grabbed four rebounds.
Dunham reached 10 points
while also dishing out four assists and grabbing four steals.
Gray and sophomore
guard Princess Stewart both
finished with double-doubles,
with Gray scoring 11 points
and corraling a team-high 14
rebounds while Stewart finished with 17 points and 12
rebounds.
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2019 MLB Hall of Fame class reaches perfection
Closer Mariano Rivera becomes first player to receive 100 percent of votes

B Y J ACK D UNN
&DPSXV1HZV(GLWRU

designated hitters of all time.
The Seattle Mariner batted
.312 lifetime with 309 home
runs and 2,247 hits. His statistics against his fellow Hall
of Fame classmates are worth
noting.
Martinez went 11-for-19
(.579) against Rivera, 23-for75 (.307) with five homers
against Mussina and 8-for-18
(.444) against Halladay.
Mussina spent 10 years
pitching for the Baltimore
Orioles before spending eight
years pitching for the Yankees.
His stat sheet boasts a 270153 record with a 3.68 ERA
and 2,813 strikeouts. Never
exactly in the spotlight, Mussina did have five All-Star appearances and a second-place
finish in the 1999 Cy Young
voting, behind Pedro Marti3KRWRFRXUWHV\RI:LNL&RPPRQV
)RUPHU <DQNHHV FORVHU 0DULDQR 5LYHUD EHFDPH WKH ÀUVW SOD\HU WR nez.
UHFHLYHSHUFHQWRIYRWHVWREHVHOHFWHGIRUWKH0/%+DOORI)DPH
Halladay spent 12 seasons
up
north pitching for the ToThe Players’ Tribune, pointed an earned run off of Playoff
ronto
Blue Jays before spendout the fact that “In human Mo.”
ing
his
final four with the
history, more people have
Rivera once said that “The
Philadelphia
Phillies.
walked on the moon than have only guy that I didn’t want to
He
finished
203-105 in
scored an earned run off of face, when a tough situation
his
career
with
a
3.38 ERA.
Mariano Rivera in the post- comes, was Edgar Martínez.
Halladay
also
boasts
two Cyseason.
The reason is because I
Young
Awards,
one
in each
“According to NASA, 12 couldn’t get him out.” Now
league,
as
well
as
his
legendpeople have had the privilege the two are Hall of Fame
ary
2010
season.
of walking on the moon. Ac- classmates.
Halladay became the first
cording to Baseball ReferMartinez is widely conplayer
ever to throw a no-hitence, 11 people have scored sidered to be one of the best

ter in the regular season and
then throw another no-hitter
in the postseason — his 1-0
perfect game over the Reds
that remains only the second-ever perfect game in postseason history.
Halladay is the first person since 1954 to enter the
hall posthumously. He died in
2017 in a personal plane accident.
Two of the more controversial figures, Barry Bonds
and Roger Clemens, both
fell short of obtaining the
necessary 75 percent of the
vote needed to enter the Hall.
Bonds received 59.1 percent
while Clemens received 59.5
percent.
Both players have controversial careers tangled in the
suspected use of performance
enhancing drugs.
While both are slight improvements from last year,
the two will need to make
more progress in the next few
years in order to enter before
their final year of eligibility in
2022.
The inductees will be celebrated with Hall of Fame
Weekend, which will take
place July 19-22, with the
actual Induction Ceremony
scheduled for Sunday, July 21.

The search for missing
Argentine
soccer
player
Emiliano Sala and pilot David
Ibbotson was called off by authorities last week.
On Jan. 19, Sala, 28, was
transferred from French side
FC Nantes to Cardiff City
FC, the only Welsh club in
the English Premier League,
on a three-and-a-half year
deal and a £15 million fee, a
record signing for the Welsh
side.
Sala returned to Nantes,
France, after a successful
medical and signing in Cardiff, Wales.
Days later, Sala tweeted
“La ultima ciao,” Spanish for
“The last goodbye,” along
3KRWRFRXUWHV\RI:LNL&RPPRQV
with a picture of him and his Argentinian soccer player Emiliano Sala, 28, was declared missing for eight days before the search for his
ZKHUHDERXWVZDVFDOOHGRII7KHDLUFUDIW6DODZDVDERDUGGLVDSSHDUHGRQDÁLJKWJRLQJIURP)UDQFHWR:DOHV
teammates from FC Nantes.
mote.”
though, is that you get evSala and Ibbotson departed Islands.
After three days, Harbour
Before his transfer to Car- eryone rallying around these
from Nantes Atlantique Airport to Cardiff Airport on the Master Captain David Barker diff City FC, Sala played for events and showing support.
of Guernsey Police released a French clubs such as Bor- We are all super passionate
night of Jan. 21.
On the morning of Jan. 22, statement ending the search, deaux, Orleans, Niort, Caen about the sport, and when
something like this happens,
there was growing concern at stating, “Despite the best ef- and Nantes FC.
At the time of his trans- everyone comes together no
Cardiff City Stadium and the forts of air and search assets
House of Sports Coaching from the Channel Islands, UK fer, Sala established himself matter who they support on
Academy, the training ground and France, which has cov- as one of the most prolific the pitch.”
Malaysian
businessman
for Cardiff City FC, after Sala ered an area of approximate- players in French Ligue 1 and
ly 1,700 sq. miles — with a was the fifth-highest scorer in and Cardiff City FC owner
did not report to the team.
Vincent Tan said in a stateIt was reported that the significant amount of this French football this season.
“Being a huge soccer fan ment after the search was
aircraft had departed from searched more than once —
Nantes at 8:15 a.m. local time, and having examined mobile myself and one who inter- called off, “Monday evening’s
but the Argentine striker phone data and satellite im- acts with these fans everyday, news shook everyone at Carand his pilot had lost contact agery, we have been unable to it’s sad to hear news like this diff City FC to the core. We
with air traffic controllers at find any trace of the aircraft, because it’s felt around the were looking forward to proroughly 8:30 a.m. local time, the pilot or the passenger. whole community,” junior Jake viding Emiliano with the next
when the aircraft disappeared The chances of survival at Barford said. “One thing that step in his life and career.
from radars over the Channel this stage are extremely re- I love about this community, Those who met Emiliano de-

scribed a good-natured and
humble young man who was
eager to impress in the Premier League.
“The response from the
football community has been
truly touching and we place
on record our sincere thanks
to those who have sent messages of support. We also
thank everyone involved with
the search and rescue operation, and continue to pray for
Emiliano, David Ibbotson and
their families.”
Claudio Ranieri, who is
currently the manager of
Fulham FC of the Premier
League, coached Sala while at
FC Nantes from 2017-18. Ranieri said of Sala, “He’s a fantastic footballer who always
gave his best when we worked
together in France. Like everyone else, I was devastated
to hear the news that Emiliano was on board the aircraft.”
Cardiff City FC was promoted from the English Football League Championship
after last season but currently sits in the relegation zone,
at the bottom of the Premier
League table.
Both Nantes FC and Cardiff City FC plan to continue
their league matches as scheduled.
On Tuesday, a tribute was
held during Cardiff City’s
match against Arsenal — the
game that was supposed to
be Sala’s debut. According to
BBC News, Sala’s name was
listed in the game program.

Baseball has its first-ever
unanimous Hall of Famer.
Yankees closer Mariano Rivera will enter the hall with
fellow 2019 classmates designated hitter Edgar Martinez,
and starting pitchers Mike
Mussina and Roy Halladay.
Rivera is the first player to
be on 100 percent of writers’
ballots.
The closest anyone had
gotten was January 2016,
when former Reds outfielder
Ken Griffey, Jr., received 99.03
percent of the vote.
In order for a player to be
selected for the Hall of Fame,
he must receive at least 75
percent of votes.
Rivera is widely considered
the greatest closer of all time.
He posted a 2.21 lifetime ERA
and put up an all-time lowest
postseason ERA of 0.70.
Additionally, Rivera was
the final player to have the
distinction of wearing No. 42
as he was already wearing the
number when Jackie Robinson entered the Hall of Fame.
Perhaps the most interesting stat was brought forward
by former teammate and Yankee legend Derek Jeter who,
in his congratulatory essay in

Search for Argentinian soccer player called off

B Y M ICHAEL R AUBER
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Bill Murray encounters captured
B Y J ACK D UNN
Campus News Editor

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RI1HWÁL[FRP

Everyone loves Bill Murray. How can you not? He’s
a special kind of celebrity.
Everyone loves him in something, whether it’s from his
SNL days, his movie work
(Caddyshack,
Ghostsbusters,
etc.) or even his more serious
work like Lost in Translation,
it’s almost impossible to not
like the guy.
He even had a special connection with Xavier, because
his son assistant coached for a
couple of years. But what is it
like to meet him?
That’s the question that the
documentary The Bill Murray
Stories looks to answer.
It starts with a man on a
mission: to discover whether
or not the hundreds of stories
on the internet are true. And
it turns out, a good number
of them are.
The documentary spends
most of its time with its director, Tommy Avallone,
talking about his once-in-a-

lifetime experience with the
super star.
One time, he’s bartending at a bar in Austin, Texas.
Another, he is singing happy birthday to a 94-year-old
woman at a Xavier-Baylor
game. Next, he’s in a newlywed couple’s photos. Sometimes it’s him reading poetry
to a group of construction
workers.
These stories all seem crazy and impossible to believe.
But thanks in large part to
handheld technology, they all
turn out to be true.
Everyone seems to have
either pictures or early smartphone footage of it happening, and the documentary
shows us all of it.
But it also delves into the
more philosophical meaning to it all. Is he trying to
tell us something by the way
he lives? Is there something
more to him just dropping
in, just being an ordinary
guy having fun and then just
walking off into the night?
To not spoil anything, I

will just say that this documentary answers all this and
more. It left me wanting to
have my own interaction with
him, and I’ve come close.
We went to the same grade
school in Wilmette, Ill. (St.
Joseph, look it up).
I was at Game three of the
2016 World Series, where he
encouraged everyone in attendance to sing the national anthem “Like our greatest
American Hero, Mr. Daffy
Duck!”
Even during just the brief
time when his son coached
at Xavier, it would have been
awesome to have one of these
brief moments. But alas, it did
not happen.
But who knows, maybe one
day we’ll all be able to have
our own Bill Murray encounter.

Total score:

1HWÁL[·VGRFXPHQWDU\SD\VWULEXWHWRDOHJHQGDU\FRPHGLDQ%LOO0XUUD\
DQGÀQGVPHDQLQJLQDEVXUGO\KLODULRXVRQOLQHDQGHYHU\GD\HQFRXQWHUV

Ted Bundy Netflix docu-series is eerie & thrilling
Conversations with a Killer is a fascinating glimpse into a murderer’s mind
B Y M ICHAEL R AUBER
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Gripping. Creepy. Intense.
Eerie. These are some of the
words that critics have used
to describe Conversations With
a Killer: The Ted Bundy Tapes,
which was released to Netflix
on Jan. 24, 30 years after the
execution of Ted Bundy.
The streaming service
warned viewers to not watch
the four-part docu-series
alone. So naturally, I watched
all four episodes by myself in
a span of 24 hours.
The docu-series takes
viewers into the devious yet
clever mind of serial killer
Ted Bundy and includes parts
of more than 100 hours of
interviews that Bundy gave
while on death row.
The first episode contains
interviews from childhood
friends in Bundy’s neighborhood who described him
as normal, personable and
humorous; however, others
viewed him as an outcast.
As a child, Bundy learned
that he was an illegitimate
child and was never certain of
the identity of his father.
Bundy matriculated from
the University of Washington, Seattle, with a degree in
Psychology.
Friends described him as
a bright student with aspirations and being on the brink
of a seemingly successful career in politics or law.

He volunteered on the 1972
re-election campaign of Republican Governor Daniel J.
Evans of Washington state.
He attended law school at the
University of Utah in Salt
Lake City.
In the winter of 1974,
Bundy began his crime spree
with the killing of Lynda
Ann Healy, an undergraduate
student at the University of
Washington.
Bundy continued to lure,
kidnap and kill young women
in Washington, Oregon, Utah,
Idaho and Colorado before he
was apprehended in August
of 1975.
He managed to escape from
prison in Aspen, Co., in June
1977, only to be apprehended
after seven days on the run.
He escaped again in December of that same year and
continued his criminal activity until he was apprehended
again in February 1978, after
a series of murders in Florida that included a 12-year-old
girl and the double homicide
of two Florida State University students.
Stephen Michaud, who was
the primary journalist covering Bundy, recorded a series
of interviews while Bundy
was in custody at the Florida
State Prison.
After being initially unsuccessful, Michaud encouraged
Bundy to speak of the crimes
in the third person to avoid
the “stigma of confession.”
However, Bundy maintained
his innocence and vehemently
denied any and all of the new

accusations against him.
Bundy was tried in Florida for the murders of Florida
State students Margaret Bowman and Lisa Levy and he was
found guilty on both charges
and sentenced to death by the
electric chair.
While attempting to appeal this sentence, he also
stood trial for the murder of
12-year-old Kimberly Leach.
Some spectators of the
court recalled that Bundy

“doesn’t seem like the type of
person to do this.”
In 1979, Carol Ann Boone,
a character witness who testified on behalf of Bundy, was
married to him and they had
a child together in October of
1981 while he was on death
row.
Through the appeals process, Bundy was able to delay
his death sentence multiple
times until 1989.
Hours before his death sen-

tence was to be carried out,
Bundy confessed to more than
30 of the murders that he was
suspected of and described in
graphic detail how he would
lure his subjects before kidnapping them.
Polly Nelson, a lawyer from
his last defense team, said,
“Ted was the very definition
of heartless evil.”
Bundy once called himself
“the most cold-hearted son of
a bitch you’ll ever meet.”

3KRWRFRXUWHV\RI1HWÁL[FRP
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Opinion: R. Kelly outrage justified

B Y J ABARI T URNER
6WDৼ:ULWHU
Songwriter, record producer and R&B singer Robert
Kelly, known as “R. Kelly” has
been in the forefront of news
throughout the course of the
month. Sparking this social
media outrage was the release
of the documentary, Surviving
R. Kelly, premiering on Lifetime.
In the documentary, women tell stories of the horrific,
emotional and graphic nature
of R. Kelly in which he manipulated, abused and sexually
assaulted them and others as
minors. Some of these minors
were as young as 12 years old.
On June 13, 2008, R. Kelly
was acquitted of all charges
of misconduct and child pornography. Every episode of
the series repeated a disclaimer that he denies all allegations. Many of the women in
the series similarly pointed to
R. Kelly taking advantage of
their aspirations to be singers
by asking for sexual favors.
The women alleged R. Kelly would prey on minors in
common areas such as high
schools and malls.
Coupled with his music,
charm and the belief that
their singing career could be
catapulted with his help, the
women went to R. Kelly so
that they would succeed in the
music industry. Consequently, R. Kelly easily manipulated their naivete and extorted

them for sexual acts.
R. Kelly’s former associates, such as his bodyguard
Gem Pratts, described how
they apologetically encouraged or were blind to his monstrosities.
R. Kelly would have his
bodyguard book flights and
carry out a lot of the logistics
regarding the minors. Money
is most likely the common denominator in understanding
why R. Kelly’s bodyguards,
producers and management
were willfully ignorant of his
actions.
In one episode, Lizette
Martinez describes her relationship with the singer,
which began when he was 28
and she was 17. Martinez described a point in which she
would simply be waiting in
hotel rooms for him. R. Kelly
would come and go, demanding sexual favors, leaving and
then returning for them again.
She became pregnant by
his alleged rape and had a
miscarriage in a hotel while
waiting for R. Kelly. Later
Martinez was hospitalized after contracting mononucleosis from her alleged rapist. R.
Kelly gave her $1,000 to cover
the scandal. After recovering
she finally split up with him.
This newly disclosed information about R. Kelly prompted outrage, which dominated
social media following the release of the episodes. People
called for companies or anyone associated with R. Kelly

Photo courtesy of Essence.com

Social media outrage against R. Kelly for allegations of rape unearthed in the documentary Surviving R. Kelly
accompany the #MeToo movement, as well as mainstream efforts to condemn many sexual predators.

to drop and denounce him,
leading to both RCA Records
and Sony Music to part ways
with him on Jan. 18. Lady
Gaga apologized for working
with R. Kelly as well.
“Age Ain’t Nothing but
a Number” produced by R.
Kelly and sang by Aaliyah,
who at the time was a minor,
should have been a huge red
flag. However, money and
willful ignorance once again
blinded the fact that Aaliyah
needed help. She, like many
other girls who accused R.

Kelly, suffered at the hands of
her alleged rapist. In the documentary, one of the women
recalls walking in on 15-yearold Aaliyah having sex with
R. Kelly.
As a Xavier community, it
is only right that we bring to
light the sheer darkness of
sexual assault. However, it is
more morally virtuous and
just that we remember every
machine has moving parts.
One of Xavier’s values,
Cura Personalis, calls on us
“To care for others recog-

nizing the uniqueness and
wholeness of each person.”
A willful ignorance for monetary or any other gain is what
allowed R. Kelly to prey. His
bodyguards, producers and
management knew, yet they
did nothing.
R. Kelly is an example of
what happens when we become tolerant and blinded by
our own volitions. The consequence of turning a blind
benefits people like R. Kelly
and hurts victims like Lizette
Martinez.

Oscar nominees dazzle the Hollywood scene

B Y J OE C LARK
6WDৼ:ULWHU

The Academy unveiled the
list of nominations for the
91st Academy Awards, which
will be held on Feb. 24 at the
Dolby Theatre in Los Angeles.
Both Roma and The Favourite came out as frontrunner nominees, as both films
received nominations for 10
awards apiece, just ahead of
eight nominations for A Star
is Born and Vice.
All four films were nominated for Best Picture, along
with Black Panther, BlacKkKlansman, Bohemian Rhapsody
and Green Book. While A Star
is Born was the early favorite, Roma and The Favourite
gained momentum with their
releases closer to awards season.
Bohemian Rhapsody somewhat shockingly took home
Best Motion Picture-Drama
at the Golden Globes, but
with allegations of sexual
abuse against director Bryan
Singer, it’s unlikely the Queen
biopic will take home Best
Picture at the Oscars.
Roma, the first Netflix movie nominated for Best Picture,
won at the Critics’ Choice
Awards and is the favorite in
this category.
Alfonzo Cuarón, who di-

Photo courtesy of Wamc.org

The Oscar nominees, including A Star is Born, Roma, Bohemian Rhapsody and many others, were unveiled
with much speculation and praise. Roma and The Favorite were named as frontrunners for this year’s awards.

rected Roma, is the favorite
to take home Best Director in
a category that also features
Spike Lee (BlacKkKlansman),
Adam McKay (Vice), Yorgos
Lanthimos (The Favourite)
and Pawel Pawlikowski (Cold
War).
One notable Best Director
snub was Bradley Cooper (A
Star is Born), thought to be
one of the favorites in the category following his directorial debut.
The battle for Lead Actress will be between veteran

Glenn Close (The Wife) and
newcomer Lady Gaga (A Star
is Born). While Close won the
award at the Golden Globes,
she and Gaga tied at the Critics’ Choice Awards.
Though
Cooper
was
snubbed for Best Director,
he did get a nomination for
Best Actor, but it’s looking
like Christian Bale’s category.
Bale, starring as Dick Cheney
in Vice, gave an incredible
transformative performance,
and he is the favorite in this
category.

Rami Malek (Bohemian Rhapsody) is someone to
look out for, as he won Best
Actor-Drama at the Golden
Globes, and if Bale doesn’t
win, it’ll likely be Cooper or
Malek.
In the Best Supporting Actress category, Regina King is
the heavy favorite for her role
as Sharon Rivers in Barry
Jenkins’ If Beale Street Could
Talk.
While Sam Elliott was absolutely incredible as Bobby
Maine in A Star is Born, the

Oscar for Best Supporting
Actor is likely to go to Mahershala Ali, equally impressive as Don Shirley in Green
Book.
Adam Driver took off the
Kylo Ren mask and offered
an impressive performance in
BlacKkKlansman, while Sam
Rockwell, who won the category last year for his role in
Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri, is back again
after his portrayal of George
W. Bush in Vice.
While there was a late
push by critics for fellow Englishman Hugh Grant to get
a nomination for his performance in Paddington 2, the
Academy ultimately did not
give him a nomination.
Other notable snubs included Won’t You Be My
Neighbor and Three Identical
Strangers for Best Documentary Feature, as both were
considered favorites prior
to the announcement of the
nominations. In addition, First
Man was snubbed for Original
Score, baffling many critics.
Regardless of who did and
didn’t get a nomination, the
91st Academy Awards will
certainly be interesting, as it
will be the first year without a
host since 1989.
The 91st Annual Academy
Awards will air at 8 p.m. on
Feb. 24 on ABC.
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The culture of
class
skipping
For some, skipping class feels like a nice, lazy cup of tea: warm, comforting and consumed in bed. For others, we’d rather have a heart attack and get it over with than skip
class and spend the rest of the afternoon stress typing an apology note longer than the
essay that was due that day. Take a look at how students and professors feel about the controversial topic.
Tyler Gilkey, sophomore psychology major
“Skipping class is kinda like eating at Skyline. At first it seems like a great idea, but soon
enough you start to regret it.”
Dr. Carol Winkelmann, professor, English Department
“I try not to do it too often. (Just kidding!)”

Comic by Evana Dias

Professor Margaret Martin, Intensive English, Classics and Modern Languages
Department
“The past is history and the future is a mystery, but your presence is a gift. Are you
gonna come to this party empty-handed?”
Sierra Ross, first-year computer science and physics engineering double major
“‘Are you in this class?’ My professor said this after I missed so much class (due to an
injury) that my professor didn’t recognize me. As nice as it is to be in bed while everyone
else is in class, I wouldn’t recommend it.”
Ariana Lucero, sophomore criminal justice major
“I skip my class in Elet just because I don’t want to climb those torturous steps.”
Professor Elijah Prewitt-Davis, Professor, Theology Department
“Skipping class is like going through a drive through, placing an order, paying and then
driving off before you receive your food.”
Sam Haas, sophomore psychology major
“I’m still deciding if I’m gonna go to class (it’s currently 11:31a.m.)”
Evana Dias, sophomore business major
“I skipped class to study for another class. What is college?”
Dr. David Gerberry, Assistant Professor, Department of Mathematics
“Hi Professor! I can’t come to class today because I have a hang nail. Will I miss anything today?!” Me: “Um, no, you won’t miss a thing. We plan to meet in the classroom and
sing songs together and hold hands for the ENTIRE 50 minutes! Eye roll.”
Dr. Leslie Rasmussen, Assistant Professor, Communication Department
“Students skipping...Awesome, it’s one less thing to grade. Just give ‘em an F. Is that
mean? I say that all the time, but I’m totally joking. Students will look at me like, whaaaat?
Serious?”
Brittany Wells, sophomore Staff Writer
“I’ve skipped class twice in my life. The first week of class freshman year I skipped all of
my Tuesday classes thinking “TH” just stood for Thursday. The second time was to study
for a Latin exam, and I felt so guilty afterwards that I wrote the professor an apology that
includes the sentence: ‘I’ve felt bad all weekend about skipping your class on Thursday because I genuinely love that class and respect you and the content so much.’ Probably would
have been less painful to just take the L in my Latin class.”
Professor Lesley Roth, Montessori Teacher Education Program Director
“I was teaching an early morning class a few years ago, and due
to a set of morning misfortunes,
ran late for class and past the
dreaded 10-minute time when
most students begin to empty the
classroom assuming a professor
is a ‘no show.’ Running into the
bowels of Hailstones with a cart
full of books and papers, I noticed one student in attendance,
the others having cleared only
minutes earlier. I remember asking the student, ‘Why didn’t you
leave with the others?’ Her reply,
‘You’ve always showed up for us,
and I wanted to show up for you.’
That morning made my year!”

Look for the answer key in next week’s (Feb. 6) edition!
Across:
Down:
2. The professor who responded to the
1. A class-skipping respondent skipped
skipping-class piece believes that the
class in order to study for what kind of
student presence is a _____
exam?
4. Guardian of the _____
3. It would be a disgrace if there wasn’t at
6. This sign isn’t angry, they’re _____
least one of these types of references in the
7. The gadget Aries secretly wish they had.
horoscopes every week.
4. Skipping class according to one student is
kind of like _____
5. This kept a student away from class for so
long, their professor questioned if they were
in their class.

Aries: It’s hard to hold your tongue
sometimes, especially if your earbud
cords catch on a door handle. As nasty
as it is, it isn’t an excuse to rage at all
the kids with Airpods.
Taurus: It’s an all-or-nothing type of
week. Either you’ll get all you need to
do done and feel victorious, or you’ll
procrastinate until the very last second
and nearly die of stress.
Gemini: You know that meme about
having to explain things to people like
they’re 5? Be prepared to do that this
week, whether you’re a student, a professor or other faculty.
Cancer: Expect the unexpected. It may

feel like you’ve just been slammed into
by a Xavier golf cart, but keep your
cool and search for silver linings — like,
hey, your tuition’s covered.

Leo: You’re a pretty generous soul, but
even you can get worn out if you give
with no returns. You always feed your
betta fish — the least he could do is
learn to do a barrel roll on command.

Virgo: Your emotions have two moods
this week and two moods only: A or F.
Hopefully your grades will be a bit…
calmer than that.

Libra: Getting a bunch of different
news all at once might overwhelm you,
so it helps to imagine yourself as the
Sand Guardian, guardian of the sand,
to keep cool.
Scorpio: You may notice that you’re
not angry this week. You’re angery.
Whether you choose to try containing
it or unleashing it upon everything in
sight is up to you.
Sagittarius: You don’t always get

what you want when you want it,
unfortunately, and that may come to a
head this week — you want curly fries
in the caf, but they only have straight
ones.
Capricorn: If you’re like the guy
named Ron who sneezed in that one
Vine and scared deer away and someone got upset, assert yourself. You
sneezed. You’re not allowed to sneeze?
Aquarius: It might be tricky to keep
your words in check this week. The
stars recommend smuggling a pet parrot (African greys are best) into your
dorm for practicing conversations.

Pisces: Take careful note this week
of who’s making you a better you and
who isn’t. Don’t be afraid to make like
a hair stylist and pull out them scissors if it comes down to it.

